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The goal of my thesis is to understand how the human sciences are defined and qualified as science, particularly by philosophical hermeneutics.
In the theory of science, a dichotomy is present dividing an objective explanation from a subjective understanding. The dichotomy provides the
human sciences with a distinct approach of understanding, where the scientist acknowledges his belonging with the human subject he studies,
and explicitly identifies with the subject to increase his understanding of it. However, the human sciences are at the same time excluded from
scientific criteria for objectivity, as the understanding scientist cannot completely distance himself from his human subject to reach a
prejudice-free state of objectivity.
I question the purpose of understanding as a distinguishing method for the human sciences, if its consequence is to separate human science from
scientific, objective criteria. I approach understanding and its position in the dichotomy from two hermeneutic perspectives, primarily from
Hans-Georg Gadamer’s philosophical hermeneutics, and as a counter-argument, from Paul Ricoeur’s textual hermeneutics. As main literature I
will use Gadamer’s 'Wahrheit und Methode' and Ricoeur’s ’Hermeneutics and the Social Sciences’. As a third item, I will use Martin
Heidegger’s ‘Sein und Zeit’, on which Gadamer bases the ontology of his hermeneutics.
Gadamer places in question the necessity of the aforementioned dichotomy as an epistemological demarcation of the sciences, when in fact
understanding and interpretation are ontological, rather than methodological activities.
He accomplishes this by extending Heidegger's ontological understanding, which is linked to ontological truth without the mediation of a
method, to the understanding in the human sciences, displacing method as the criteria of truth in the human sciences. According to Gadamer, the
methodological dichotomy alienates human science from its ontological truth, when in reality its ontological truth is primary to methodological
truth.
Despite subverting this methodological dichotomy, however, the problem of truth-value in the human sciences remains. My main focus is how
the human sciences, and the social sciences in particular, can integrate their specific human subjectivity of experience into universal criteria of
validity.
To this solve this problem, I will bring Paul Ricoeur's model of textual hermeneutics as a comparison with and counter argument to philosophical
hermeneutics. Textual analysis answers to the epistemological demands of correctness as a procedural model of interpretation, without loosing
the ontological context of meaning. In the human sciences, textual hermeneutics provides corrective criteria to interpretation when actions are
interpreted as distanced, narrative objects, specifically in the social sciences.
Ricoeur thus challenges Gadamer's methodological alienation of objectivity with the alternate methodological distanciation of the text, where the
ontology of understanding is kept intact in the meaningful text, yet explains its meaning by answering to the question 'why', autonomously from
the author or original addressees.
I attempt to flesh out this comparison and its consequences for the scientific status of the human sciences, asking whether a critical science can,
after all, coexist with the human engagement in the human sciences. My conclusion is to show the presence of hermeneutic understanding in the
human sciences, without displacing the criteria for an objective science.
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